
AUSTRALIAN AIRLINE INDUSTRY

These have been turbulent times for the Australian airline industry. It has been confronted with a marked decline in
international tourism in the aftermath of the.

Unlike some protectionist-supported airlines, this has been achieved with the most open market policies in the
world despite a recent aberration in the Australian market. The Commonwealth subsidises parts of the regional
and general aviation sectors. The remaining passenger trips are served by a multitude of airlines using
Australia's comparatively large number of international gateways. In , Air NZ and Qantas announced their
plans to establish a joint strategic relationship entailing: Qantas taking a  The relative importance of each of
the main international airlines serving Australia is illustrated in the accompanying pie chart depicting relative
market shares as measured by international passenger numbers by airline inbound to Australia and outbound
from Australia for the year ended June  The simplicity provided by cloud-based advancements are making
disaster recovery systems much more resilient and capable of withstanding frequent, modern IT disruptions
and threats. Despite the high pressure to ensure uninterrupted and safe experiences, the airline business has
been incredibly vulnerable to IT outages. Foreign Investment Foreign investment guidelines allow foreign
airlines to acquire up to per cent of the equity in an Australian domestic airline or to start a new domestic
airline, unless this is contrary to the national interest. Tourism Australia also works with a number of other
airlines on market-specific campaigns. Data covers a range of selected student and training characteristics in
the following categories and years: , , , program enrolments , , , subject enrolments , , , program completions.
The consistent reporting, from industry to industry, helps with our ability to compare industry performance
and outlooks. Load Factor An indicator of how efficiently an airline is using its available capacity, by dividing
revenue passenger kilometres by available seat kilometres. The Australian airlines' market share fell from 
Impulse operates a fleet of Boeing aircraft in the QantasLink livery and these are used on major regional
routes as well as leisure-oriented trunk routes. Oftentimes the business case can be made to invest in more
people when C-level executives understand the bottom line impact of downtime or outages. In the area of
competition policy, for example, despite calls for industry-specific legislation, the ACCC is responsible for the
regulatory oversight and enforcement of competition. Domestic Australia capacity growth slowed in , to 1.
Regional Airline Industry: Services, Structure and Prospects A regional airline has traditionally been defined
as: An airline performing regular public transport services and whose fleet contains exclusively low capacity
aircraft, defined as aircraft with 38 seats or less, or with a payload of 4 kg or less. Tourism Australia works
collaboratively with Austrade to advocate across government for policy improvements to facilitate greater
visitor access and tourism investment. In response to the growing popularity of discount air travel in recent
years, and to meet the competitive challenge from Virgin Blue at the 'low fare' end of the market, Qantas has
built on the low-cost operating arrangements it inherited in its May acquisition of Impulse Airlines. This
involves extended coordination and continuous communication, and in times of trouble will prove to make
things as seamless as possible. Although there have been proposals for other new Australian flag international
airlines, these have never materialised. Australian International Airline Industry: Services, Structure and
Prospects During , 50 international airlines including dedicated freight operators operated scheduled services
to and from Australia. The former Ansett group subsidiary, Perth-based regional airline, Skywest, has been
granted a monopoly on some of its internal Western Australia routes subject to it securing finance to upgrade
its aircraft fleet. Overall, non-stop seats into Australia from Asia this summer will increase 6. Constitutionally,
the states have implicit sole responsibility for the economic regulation of intra-state air services. Outages can
last for hours and affect everything from operations, dispatching systems, flight paperwork, booking, flight
check-ins and boarding, or the ability to communicate with the Civil Aviation Safety Authority. By clicking
any link on this page you are giving your consent for us to set cookies. These outages have severe business
implications, ranging from frustrated customers, to damaged brand reputation, to not being able to execute
revenue generating operations. In , it accounted for 48 per cent of international passenger traffic and 49 per
cent of international freight traffic. The review was undertaken by the Centre for Asia-Pacific Aviation and
Tourism Futures International; it recommended that the WA Government not allow more competition because
it risked the loss of regular air services to many towns in the State  ITs complicated IT can be exceptionally
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complex in the airline industry; and IT outages or disruptions can happen for many reasons. Since the Ansett
group's collapse and the re-establishment of some of the major regional airlines as independent companies, the
industry has expressed concerns about the sustainability of the current arrangements and there have been calls
for the Government to establish a coherent national strategic framework for the airline industry that defines the
role of the regional sector. Ok, I agree. It has been estimated that domestic tourism which includes visiting
relatives and friends contributes 40 per cent of revenue, with the business sector contributing 35 per cent and
inbound tourism 25 per cent. Capacity increased 3. Domestic Australia capacity growth  Because existing
aviation third-party war-risk insurance was withdrawn from the global marketplace after the September 11
attacks, the Australian Government, like those of many countries, agreed to provide third-party war, terrorist
and hijacking indemnity cover for damage on the ground to airlines, airports and other service and facilities
providers. The Ansett group was a member of the largest alliance, the Star Alliance. International Air
Transport Association Iata An organisation that assists global airlines with cost savings, technology
implementation and regulatory pressures. The airline also plans to provide outbound services, with flights
from a second base in a southern Australian capital city to a number of ports in Asia late in  The LCC share of
capacity from Asia and Australia more than doubled over the past ten years from just  This trend culminated
only months before Ansett's collapse, when a QantasAnsett tussle for ownership control of the NSW regional
carrier, Hazelton Airlines, was resolved in the Ansett group's favour. Competitive pressures have led Air NZ
to withdraw from direct trans-Pacific flights and the future of United Airlines' services is uncertain. Still,
regional services account for about only 7 per cent of all domestic passengers.


